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Colonies

When he first sees her breasts they hang softly beneath a swatch of orange cloth 

that is the same color as the ear patches on Emperor penguins during their courtship. He 

tries to see her Northern National Zooquarium name badge, but he is too distracted by her 

nipples, puckered because it is cold in the room where they keep the fish and salt pellets 

for the penguins.

“You must be the new guy,” she says.  She adjusts her glasses and makes little 

check marks on a waterproof notebook.

“Well...well, not exactly,” he says.  He rolls up the sleeves of his shirt and leans 

against the steel counter, watching her shove a red pencil in the bun of her caramel-

colored hair. He wonders if she has a boyfriend, and what she might be like in bed, if she 

would be as an unleashed creature or timid and malleable. “I—I think you’re new.  I only 

work here four months out of the year. My second day back, only.”

“Would you mind grabbing that sack in the corner? We have to re-gravel. We’ve 

got one that’s molting and he needs his own little space.” 

Yes, Ma’am, he thinks. He bends over to seize the top of the sack, but when he 

tries to lift it he feels the same pull in his back he used to feel when he had tried to move 

pallets of tires in that chop shop he’d worked at in the Bronx, and so he succeeds in 

moving it only slightly. A red child’s ball shoots past him.
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“God! I’ve been looking for that!”  She grabs the ball, turns up one corner of her 

mouth and looks sheepish. “Sorry. They’re like toddlers. Or kittens. They need toys, but 

they love to lose them. Just put it right there.” She points to a spot in the corner where 

there are several other bags, squat and bulging and lumpy. He thinks they look like a mob 

of Emperor males sitting on their chicks, freezing, waiting for the females to return with 

food.

He pushes the bag.  A single strand of his thick black hair falls out of place and 

tickles his forehead.

“What do you do the rest of the year?”

He stands up.  The room spins a little bit, but he manages to brace himself on the 

end of the long, metal, sharp-edged table where they cut capelin, small Icelandic fish. 

Damn, he thinks, it IS cold in here.  I must have lost at least half my body fat down there. 

“Oh, you know. I, um, I actually study Emperor penguin colonies. Take censuses. In 

Antarctica.” 

She smiles and he thinks he sees recognition, a glimmer like the winter 

solstice sun sparkling on the white desert. “Oh! You’re Terry, then.”

His name from her mouth gives him the same rush he used to get in school when 

he came in first at the Science Fair. He looks at the floor, thinks the only heat warming 

his face comes from bashfulness. “Well, yeah.”

“Welcome to the first and only successful Emperor penguin breeding program in 

the United States, Terry.  I’m Kate.” She says.  She closes the cover of the notebook with 

authority.  “And it has been a long day for me and I’m going home now.” He watches her 

tuck the notebook under her arm.  Her nipples aren’t puckered any more. He wonders 
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what it would be like to be tucked in between the crook of her arm and her right breast, 

what it would feel like, what she would smell like...warmth and vanilla, maybe.  Or 

incense.  Some women smell like incense.

He has not smelled incense in a long time. There is no incense in Antarctica; there 

is just the penguins, their scent glands, their dirt.

“How long will you be here?”

He shrugs.  “Until first of April. Then, I go back.”

She turns on one heel. “Down there in the Antarctic winter, huh? You one of 

those that winters in McMurdo?”

He nods. “Not too much is known about the Emperors because it’s difficult for 

anyone to be there in the winters to study them.”

“You'll have to tell me about your work sometime.” She moves to the door, to the 

old metal light switch.

He steps forward. Spit the words out, he thinks, no idea where this could lead. 

Come on.

“How ’bout right now?”

~~~

They are not planning on a baby.  When she tells him one is coming, he feels 

warm and cold, tense and bursting:  he made something, not a brittle egg on the ice, but 

inside of her, and it was growing. He wonders if the Emperors feel this joy, if they are 

conscious of it, but he knows in a few months, when he sees them, he will realize that 

they are not aware, that they do not feel pride. They are just out there on the ice and their 
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lovemaking lasts less than ten seconds, and then he will wonder if they get any pleasure 

out of it at all.

Terry remembers when he thought the joy of orgasm was the highest summit 

he could ever reach.  And this warm/cold feeling inside him, this pride/fear, is more 

exhilarating than even the greatest, longest of orgasms he’s ever had.  Even with her. And 

he remembers when he didn’t want a child, because he had thought he had enough. His 

penguins, and Kate. That was enough.  That was all he needed.

~~~

The baby comes in May, after Terry is long off in the punishing storms of the 

Antarctic winter. He says he will resign his post and he will stay with her, because he 

wants to see a human child instead of a chick. But she will not hear of it. 

So he goes, into the cold, bright place where in 1911 naturalist Edward Wilson 

and his two companions had died in quest of Emperor penguin eggs. He shudders when 

he sees the rocks they had piled up for shelter, testaments to scientific passion, arrogance, 

and abandonment.

He feels guilty every time the chopper flies him over that pile. He wonders if the 

eggs the trio had managed to steal had ever hatched, and knows that if they had, the 

fatherless, shivering hatchlings would have died right next to them.

~~~

He lives for her letters. 

T,

I go back to work in a few days.  The zoo’s new batch of chicks has hatched, so I 

will be trading one baby with your eyes for two small fluffy babies with curious ones 
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during the morning hours!  I am overwhelmed with all that needs to be done.  You are 

missing Nigel's first moments and I know that you miss him although you have not met 

him.  Here is the photo Jack took of us just a few hours after he was born.  I'm sorry this 

letter is so brief.  This is all I have time for now.

Yours,

Kate

He writes her back. He tells her there is no greater high in the world now, that he 

sits among the rocky, windy beaches in his yellow tent and imagines warm sunny 

afternoons with his son, out on the lawn with books about penguins and fish, teaching 

him the ways of nature, making him laugh, making him understand how arctic fish don’t 

freeze because they have chemicals in their blood.

~~~

T,

One of the new penguin chicks did not live. Jack came to the house today to tell 

me. I am very sad, but he tells me they cannot find his body so there is nothing I can do to 

see the body, to hold him in my arms one last time. Jack does not say that he thinks some 

predator may have harmed the little one, but he does hint that someone may have taken 

him. Imagine that! Someone stealing a penguin. 

Jack brought flowers to the house, because he thought I would be sad. He offered 

to write you so I would not have to. But I told him I write to you every day, and I told him 

that death is not necessarily a bad thing. It is part of life. And the only reason we grieve 

is because we will miss those who leave us behind. And because we are afraid. We are 

afraid for the day it will happen to us. But we are only groups of cells and small 
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impulses, just like the penguins. And our thoughts, all of our thoughts, are just tiny little 

electric sparks traveling a nerve like a highway. When all of those thoughts start getting

off on exits...well, I forget where I was going with that metaphor. I hate to give you sad 

news, but hopefully being with your Emperors helps. 

Have your lady birds returned with food for the babies yet? 

Nigel is fine. He doesn’t fuss any more. But please consider coming home. I miss 

you too much. 

All my love, 

Kate

He wonders if his son will like penguins. He cannot wait to show him pictures of 

this landscape he loves, of the chicks calling to their mothers for food. He wonders if 

Kate will ever let him bring Nigel here. It would be just like a father taking his son 

fishing. It would be fun. 

~~~

T,

I took a map of Antarctica from one of the National Geographics in the basement 

and I tacked it up on the wall. I used push-pins to show Nigel where the camp is where 

you sleep, and the routes the Emperors take across the ice, and where the colonies are. I 

try to imagine you in vivid color in that white place; you are a splash of red under a gray 

sky. Come home soon. Nigel needs to learn his father is not a colored push-pin. 

Kate.

He takes the letter back to the temporary cabin and sticks it under his pillow, and 

he wishes he had a street map of home, so he could trace the bend in the road just 
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before the car turns the corner to the house. He sleeps.

~~~

Gray house, green house. Terry is in a Taxi, and the rain is a Poe-like drizzle that 

patterns on the windshield like water on a mirror:  every few moments there are five 

drops.  The wipers moan, groan, scrape the glass.

Blue house.  His blue house. It’s up after this yellow one, this yellow one with the 

swing on the front porch and the dilapidated dormer that reminds him of a crushed car in 

a junkyard heap.

“It’s – it’s right here,” he says.  “Pull over right here.” He fumbles in his bag for 

the few warped dollar bills he has left, dollar bills he’d had when he’d pulled out of this 

driveway eight months ago.  He climbs from the cab and sees their mailbox tilted on its 

post: there are holes dug in the lawn, and her rose bushes are wilted, skeleton fingers 

dripping clear blood in the drizzle. On the porch posts, there are white splatters of 

something -- bird shit.  Birds have no sphincters, he thinks. But this looks different. Egg. 

Egg. Neighborhood kids?  Halloween was six months ago.

Red.  There are streaks of red inside the cottony white.

He crosses the porch.  A shiny red child’s ball rolls out of the corner, and he 

recognizes it as belonging to the zoo.  He looks down at the board he is standing on; it is 

weak, sagging; its blue paint is flaking, and sand swirls and dances in the damp, chilly 

breeze. Inside, the low murmur of a man’s voice. “Uh - sweetie?” He peers in through the 

screen door, notices a small rip, the shape of a tear. Above the couch, the reproduction 

painting of Creation of Adam is crooked, spattered with blue-gray images of light from a 
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small black and white T.V. perched on top of the color set – had that died while he was 

gone? He grabs the handle on the screen door, pulls it open.

He steps on the welcome mat. It is shredded on the edges, and he is aware of 

smells, like fruit peels that have molded in the mouth of a garbage disposal that has not 

been run in awhile or leftover spinach that has not been dumped out of one of the pans in 

the sink.  

The news is on. Janet Cutler is the executive curator for the zoo.  “If we had 

found the other one alive, we might have had hope of a prank, but this, this seems 

malicious...”

Police are speculating it was possibly a disgruntled employee. “The thing that’s 

disturbing is there are also several toys missing.”

Kate sits on the couch, and he thinks she looks thin. He had thought it was 

difficult to lose weight after having a baby, but her breasts are raisins beneath the knit of 

her ribbed gray turtleneck.  He wants to say that she should not smoke around the baby, 

but he knows she has been nine months or more without cigarettes and it is not fair for 

him to tell her that when he hasn’t been here.

“Sweetie! I’m home!” He drops his bag and rushes toward her.  She backs up 

against the couch.  She does not smile.  He looks to the far wall.  Candles.  At least three 

dozen of them, dancing and flickering and making smeary, graying orange shadows on 

the wall.

“I’m glad you came,” she says.  “I’d forgotten what your voice sounds like.” She 

smiles wanly, a faint, knowing smile of pictures of the ladies he sees on the SunKist 

Raisin boxes.  He leans down to kiss her.  She does not kiss back.  She lets him brush her 
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lips, and he feels flakes on them.  They are not soft, like they used to be. She is 

dehydrated, he thinks.

They’re still hoping to find the missing penguins...

She holds up the bundle. “This is who you came to see, isn’t it?”

Yes, yes, his brain screams.  But the other half remembers something about 

postpartum depression, and maybe this is why she is so strange. He should take her out to 

a nice dinner. Tonight, yes.  Do new mothers go for the idea of someone taking care of 

the newborn so they can go out with their husbands? He doesn't know.  “Um...you have 

to—have to show me how to hold him.  I—I don’t want to hurt him or nothing.”

“You won’t,” she says.  “You won’t hurt him, you won’t crush him.”  She sips her 

glass of red wine.  “That’s just your male instinct. Babies are actually very resilient, 

because their bones are not formed.  You can drop them down the stairs and half the time 

they’ll just bounce.”

He leans over her and he is aware of another smell, like the corner market fish 

counter, and he wonders if she is not taking care of herself, because her cheeks are gray 

and sunken and then he thinks that smell is stronger than the fish counter. It is powdered 

bleach and rotting fish parts, like fish kitchens where they feed the animals, fish kitchens 

where the garbage disposals don’t work and it is all just left to rot.

He reaches for the bundle and is prepared that it will be heavy, like a lead weight, 

like the Emperor penguins when he lifts them up to feed them. 

It is lighter than he imagines.  “He, um, he, he...seems a little underweight.”

“I’ve been feeding him,” she says.  He watches her rise from the couch and go 

into the bathroom.  She turns on the sink, to a trickle.  “He eats when he feels like it.  
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Sometimes I do have to force it.”  She sounds older than he remembers.  He hears the 

sink stop running. 

His gaze falls to a ring of dead flowers on a stand in the corner.  He thinks the 

dried out petals look like pieces in a kids’ kaleidoscope.  Who sends things like that for a 

kid being born?, He thinks.  Don’t people send those pretty pale blue and pink boxes that 

look like baby blocks full of flowers? Maybe not.  Maybe parents go out and buy those at 

the store.

White papers litter the rug.

Letters—no, cards.  His stomach cinches.  Birthday—had he forgotten it?  No, it 

had been before he left.  Hug the baby, he reminds himself.  Don’t drop him.

Go see what those cards are about.

Leaves scurry across the front porch.  His arm prickles in a cold breeze. I forgot to 

close the door, the baby will get chilled—

“In Sympathy,” the front of one card reads. He opens the card with a timid index 

finger gold sparkles drop from it, coat the rug.

“Kate & Terry,

We’re sorry for your loss.  We don’t know what to say except if you need 

anything 

let us know.  Take your time coming back to work.

Jack and the Husbandry Department.”

Beneath that, scribbles and scrawls, some names he recognizes:  Brian, Steve, 

Abby, Nathan, and a couple others he can’t read. 
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Jesus.  What loss is this?  It must be the loss of the penguins.  She told you a chick 

died. He feels cheated she hasn’t shared any of these cards with him or forwarded them. 

They were half his, after all. He feels like the kid whose older brother has lifted Mom’s 

credit card but won’t share the merchandise. 

Get another card. Look at another card: 

“Sometimes all that’s left are memories.   

Casey & Jon.”

No. Another.

“May God comfort you in your loss.”  

Postmark. Postmarks—a sting on the tip of his index finger.  Paper cut. 

A tiny drop of blood soaks the edge of the envelope Postmark: 20 May.

Letters. In your backpack, her letters.

Ammonia and rusty wet metal smell.  He looks down at the bundle.  A white 

swath of blanket is over the child’s face.

“Can he—can he breathe like this?”

The toilet flushes.  “Of course.”

Don’t go back there, she has just used the bathroom while leaving the door open. 

I don’t like to see that. It’s a bodily function, he thinks, we’ve talked about keeping our 

bodily functions to ourselves. We’re not animals.

“Babies even have special flaps that close over their noses to keep them from 

drowning, you know.”

She goes into the kitchen and she turns on the sink.  Crash! A dish falls.

He reaches for the corner of the blanket and peels it back. At last, he will 
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see if it looks like him, or her, or them, or both of them, both of them in one small 

amazing creature.

Dust.  Inside the blanket, dust?  No, he thinks, these look like eyelashes.  Fur.  

She’s got the baby wrapped in a pelt of fur?  That doesn’t make sense—

Ammonia again. Rotting cheese or piss-pancake loaded cat litter left outside in 

the garage in the cold in an open bag. 

—bones. Jesus Christ.  An ear.  A piece of...God, is that a skull?

He unfolds the rest of the blanket. It lands on his shoe, rolls on the carpet.  Six 

small penguin feathers eject and settle on the floor like dandelions blown in the wind.

He hears the soft murmur of the news: the zoo’s husbandry staff would be grateful 

for any leads.  If you have any information regarding the missing penguins...

He steps toward the kitchen. “Sweetie, what—what IS this?”

She brandishes a white sponge, attacks a pan.  “It’s our baby,” she says. “He 

looks just like you, doesn’t he?” She slams a dish on the counter.  “He looks just like 

you.”


